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Quantifying hyporheic solute dynamics has been limited by our ability to assess the magnitude and extent of
stream interactions with multiple domains: mobile subsurface storage (MSS, e.g., freely !owing pore water)
and immobile subsurface storage (ISS, e.g., poorly connected pore water). Stream-tracer experiments
coupled with solute transport modeling are frequently used to characterize lumped MSS and ISS dynamics,
but are limited by the ability to sample only “mobile” water and by window of detection issues. Here, we
couple simulations of near-surface electrical resistivity (ER) methods with conservative solute transport to
directly compare solute transport with ER interpretations, and to determine the ability of ER to predict
spatial and temporal trends of solute distribution and transport in stream–hyporheic systems. Results show
that temporal moments from both ER and solute transport data are well correlated for locations where
advection is not the dominant solute transport process. Mean arrival time and variance are especially well-
predicted by ER interpretation, providing the potential to estimate rate-limited mass transport (i.e. diffusive)
parameters from these data in a distributed domain, substantially increasing our knowledge of the fate and
transport of subsurface solutes.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The movement of stream water into relatively slow-moving
domains increases reach residence time of water and solutes [1,2]. By
slowing the movement of water within a reach, the potential for
processing of nutrients and other solutes is increased through longer
exposure of stream solutes tomicrobial communities and biogeochemi-
cally active sediment [3–5]. Understanding the transport and fate of
stream solutes is critical to understanding the temporal and spatial
distribution of biogeochemical cycling associated with hyporheic
exchange in streams.

Stream solute transport studies frequently yield concentration time
series from in-stream and subsurface monitoring locations with long
tails that are not explained by the in-stream processes of advection and
dispersion alone. The movement of solute from the highly advective
mobile domains into less-mobile domains with heterogeneous resi-
dence times is a commonexplanation of theobserved tailingbehavior in
hydrological sciences. This type of tailing behavior has been observed in
both !ow through porous media [e.g., 6,7] and the exchange of stream
water with the less-mobile hyporheic zone [e.g., 8,9]. Movement of

tracer into the slower moving in-stream dead zones and into the
hyporheic zone is typically considered responsible for this tailing
behavior in stream–hyporheic studies. However, most stream solute
studies overlook the range of mobile domains in the hyporheic zone,
where domains range from highly advective and mobile (i.e., free pore
water) to immobile (i.e., dead-end pore space, bound pore !uid) [10].

Tracer studies are frequently used to estimate interaction between
mobile and immobile domains in both streams and porous media, yet
there are inherent !aws in their formulation and interpretation.
Stream-tracer studies rarely yield a full mass recovery, even with in-
streammonitoring at substantial distances downstream, due to !ux of
labeled water into larger spatial and temporal scale !owpaths than
can be observed with common tracer techniques [11,12]. The space
and time scales that can be characterized in stream-tracer experi-
ments are commonly referred to as a “window of detection” [13]. Payn
et al. [12] investigated, among other characteristics, mass loss along a
mountain headwater stream, "nding mass loss of over 10% through a
200 m reach that was not explained by groundwater !ow out of the
system. They identi"ed !owpaths providing tracer loss to deeper,
slower moving !owpaths as one potential fate for tracer. Typical
solute monitoring methods (i.e. wells), however, are insuf"cient to
characterize these low-concentration, spatially complex !owpaths
due to their sensitivity to a limited spatial scale, and because well
samples only characterize the mobile subsurface (MSS) water in the
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immediate vicinity of a monitoring well. Consequently, concentration
breakthrough curves are largely indicative of the mobile domain;
despite this fact, they are used to infer characteristics of less-mobile
domains, including exchange rates and physical characteristics [14].
Because "eld observations of mobile domain concentration alone are
used to quantify unobserved domains, the results are often not
physically meaningful [15,16]. In stream–hyporheic studies, installa-
tion of invasive monitoring well networks provides discrete point
observations that provide only discrete, point assessment of the
temporal or spatial distribution of tracer within the subsurface.
Additionally, the stream-tracer approach is limited by a window of
detection that is commonly focused on hyporheic !owpaths occurring
at short temporal (e.g., seconds to hours) and spatial (millimeters to
tens of meters) scales [13]. The relative scales of advection vs.
diffusive processes (including transfer between mobile and less-
mobile domains known as rate-limitedmass transfer (RLMT)) suggest
that stream-tracer studies considering only data in-stream, or in
shallow monitoring wells, are biased toward short spatial and
temporal !owpaths [17], despite a recognition that exchange occurs
on larger scales. Indeed, Harvey et al. [18] found that common
transient storage modeling techniques [9] provided a good "t for
short, rapid exchange with gravel bar sediment, but a poor "t for
solute transport within slower MSS !owpaths.

Despite the recognition of a bicontinuum of MSS and immobile
subsurface (ISS) zones, stream transport modeling has often lumped
all immobile domains into one set of physical and chemical
coef"cients. Only recently has stream solute transport modeling
begun to address multiple scales of storage [e.g., surface vs. hyporheic
transient storage, 19], and no models have yet addressed solute
transport processes in the hyporheic-bicontinuum, i.e. simulation of
both MSS and ISS. To calibrate more complex model formulations,
additional "eld observations are required. In the past, multiple
storage-zone models have relied on observations in monitoring
wells and direct sampling from in-stream dead zones to provide the
additional data required. A spatially distributed characterization of
hyporheic solute transport would require moremonitoring wells than
can feasibly be installed and monitored during a typical tracer study.

To overcome the data limitations used in solute transport
monitoring and modeling, we explore the use of electrical resistivity
(ER) measurements to quantify hyporheic solute transport processes.
ER methods pass direct current (or low-frequency alternating
current) through a soil–water matrix, and can be used to estimate
the spatial and temporal distribution of electrical resistivity. ER has
been used to track saline tracers across a range of scales, including
changes in hyporheic salinity for a tidal creek [20], aquifer storage and
recovery tests [21], and transport through porous media in both
laboratory [22] and "eld-scale two- and three-dimensional experi-
ments monitoring tracer (frequently saline) plumes [23–27]. Near
streams, these data have been successfully used to generate
tomograms, or maps of subsurface electrical conductivity, which
highlight the spatial distribution of the stream tracer in the subsurface
[28], and to investigate subsurface architecture [29]. Despite its
demonstrated capabilities, ER is limited by our dif"culty in de"ning
the support volume of the measurement [30]. While ER data provides
spatially integrated measurements over broad spatial areas with the
potential to do so at a high temporal frequency, determining the
depth of penetration or the volume averaged by a singlemeasurement
is dif"cult and dependent on the electrode geometry and electrical
resistivity of the subsurface [31,32].

Numerical studies by Singha et al. [33] suggest the potential of ER
for hyporheic assessment using conservative, electrically conductive
tracers is great. The studies suggest that ER results are useful for
calculation of solute transport parameters, including the immobile
fractions of pore space, and the RLMT coef"cient that controls the rate
of exchange between the domains. Singha et al. [33] worked with
inverted tomographic results, which are complicated by the assump-

tions inherent within inversion [34], and was limited by assumptions
inherent in the solute transport model [OTIS, 35]. Limiting assump-
tions include a well-mixed storage zone with no downstream
transport in the subsurface. Here, we seek to address these limitations
by working with non-inverted electrical responses and utilizing a
single, coupled model to simulate solute transport in three dimen-
sions. This more complex model produces ER data more representa-
tive of "eld studies, and thus better enables interpretation of electrical
response to assess the distribution of solute within multiple
subsurface domains. Without an understanding of ER sensitivity to
multiple processes, occurring in a dynamic system, we cannot reliably
interpret "eld data. Our numerical solute transport model accounts
for RLMT between MSS and ISS domains while advection and
dispersion drive exchange of the solute between the stream and
MSS domains. The model formulation allows us to explore the
contributions of solute presence or absence in the highly mobile
stream domain, in combination with both mobile and immobile
domains within the hyporheic zone to aid in interpretation of ER data.

To the best of our knowledge, the interpretation of ER data (as
opposed to tomograms) during a stream–hyporheic tracer study has
not been attempted. Here, we focus on the potential to use temporal
moment analysis to discern the dominant solute transport processes
within a stream–hyporheic system. This study provides a framework
for collection and interpretation of ER data during these studies, and
demonstrates a novel application of ER. We expect that the presence
of electrically conductive tracer in different domains (mobile and
immobile) and distributed in the subsurface by spatially varied
transport processes will exhibit differing responses in the ER data. The
objectives of this study are to use a numerical model (1) to investigate
the ability of an ER surface array to predict spatial trends and temporal
moments of solute concentrations during a stream–hyporheic tracer
study; and (2) to use ER and solute transport data to identify the
distribution of dominant solute transport processes in the subsurface.

2. Numerical simulation

2.1. Numerical model formulation

We used COMSOL [36], a fully coupled "nite-element model, to
simulate solute transport within and between domains, in addition to
simulation of ERmeasurements.Model geometry is based on an idealized
3rd order pool–rif!e-step morphology [37], with a channel 2 m in width
(Fig. 1). A series of geomorphologic pool–rif!e-step sequences was
modeled to drive hyporheic exchange within the model. ER measure-
ments focused on the third rif!e from the upstream boundary (Fig. 1) to
avoid model boundary effects, and condition in!ow and out!ow in the
area of interest. A !oodplain on either side of the stream was modeled,
extending 10 m from the stream surface. An active substrate depth of 5 m
was included above a no-!ow boundary. A stream !ow rate of 0.17 m3/s
was simulated in the channel. Groundwater!owwasmodeledwith"xed
head at the upstream and downstream model extents corresponding to
the elevation of the stream surface. Hydraulic conductivity in the entire
subsurfacewasassignedashomogeneous and isotropic, at 1.0!10!3 m/s.
Themodeldomainwasboundedbyno-!uxconditionson the top, bottom,
and lateral extents, such that all!owentered the upstreamand exited the
downstream ends of the domain with no lateral in!ow or out!ow. No
unsaturated zone was included in the model domain. A total of 123,808
"nite elements were simulated in the model domain with average
element to volume ratios of 2.50!10!4 for the !ow and solute transport
domains (regions “Subsurface” and “Stream” in Fig. 1B) and 1.68!10!5

for the outer domain added to minimize edge effects for the ER model
(region “ER Only” in Fig. 1B).

Solute transport in the stream and MSS domains is simulated by the
advection–dispersion equation. Stream !owwas modeled as well-mixed
in the vertical and transverse dimensions by assigning a dispersivity of
1 m in these directions, yielding essentially one-dimensional!owwith no
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in-stream transient storage. Longitudinal dispersion in the channel was
set at 3.45!10!7 m2/s. In the subsurface, an immobile domain was
partitioned from themobile porosity as 50% of the 35% total porosity, and
assigned a diffusion coef"cient of 1.0!10!4 m2/s. Parameters were
selected to be representative of a headwater mountain stream with a
subsurface of mixed gravel, sand, and silt. In addition to the advection-
dispersion equation, "rst-order RLMT was parameterized using the
following equations for exchange in the solute transport advection–
dispersion equation.

"CMSS

"t = !!CISS!CMSS" !1"

"CISS

"t = !!
"MSS

"ISS
!CISS!CMSS" !2"

where CMSS and CISS are theMSS and ISS concentrations [kg/m3],! is the
exchange coef"cient [d!1], and "MSS and "ISS the MSS and ISS porosities
[unitless]. The exchange coef"cient was set as !=1.0!10!3 d!1

(within the range of values from [33]). For this study, we conceptualize
the subsurface as consisting of both mobile and immobile space, with a
single coef"cient describing RLMT. In "eld settings, heterogeneity and
scale effects of the exchange coef"cient should be considered. Despite
this simpli"cation, these models provide insight into hyporheic
transport processes that are overlooked bymany stream-tracer studies.

2.2. Simulated tracer injection

To assess the sensitivity of electrical geophysics to the presence of
the electrically conductive tracer in the various domains, simulation of

a conservative, electrically conductive tracer injection was completed.
As a baseline for comparison, deviation is compared to modeled
electrical results for the entire system spun-up to a uniform, steady-
state background concentration of 1000 mg/L. A solute injection was
modeled as a constant rate injection at the upstream end of the model
domain, where stream concentration was increased from 1000 to
4000 mg/L for a 3-hour constant rate injection. Density affects due to
the increased solute concentration were assumed negligible. A total
simulation of one week was completed to capture the response of the
tracer slowly !ushing from the subsurface domain. Model data were
extracted at 60 s intervals for the "rst 24 h of simulation time to
resolve rapid changes in concentration through time, and at 360 s
intervals for the remaining 144 h of the simulation.

ER modeling used the Conductive DC Media package in COMSOL.
The electrical model was used to simulate the injection of direct
current andmeasurement of voltage at the electrodes. A 10-m domain
was added beyond the !ow and solute transport model domains in all
direction to avoid boundary effects in the electrical "eld (Fig. 1). This
added domain remained at initial (background) levels of tracer
concentration throughout the simulation. It was added to decrease
boundary effects on the electrical model, but assumed to remain at a
static concentration to maintain reasonable computational ef"ciency
for the !ow and solute transport models. Electrodes were modeled as
points located 0.1 m below the model surface, distributed across the
model domain (Fig. 2A). Points were located below the surface to
represent the shallow penetration achieved by a typical surface array,
where electrodes are in contact with the ground at shallow subsurface
depths. Quadripole data (i.e., measurements including 4 electrodes as
a single potential pair and single current pair) were collected using a
modi"ed Schlumberger array (i.e., current driven from outer-most

Fig. 1. (A) Pro"le of model showing steady-state velocity in the subsurface. Model results yield similar velocity pro"les to two-dimensional results published by Gooseff and others
[37]. A no-!ow boundary is enforced at the subsurface limit, with velocity parallel to the bed as shown by the bottom arrow in each column. (B) Isometric view of model geometry.
Pro"le view to show pool–rif!e-step geomorphology and highlight the velocity patterns observed in the subsurface.
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electrodes, but potential pair not necessarily centered or symmetric
within the potential pair). Electrodes were located at X=0 (the
stream centerline), and X=±1.1, ±2.1,…,±11.1 m (!oodplain
on either side of the stream). Current was driven from electrodes at
X=±11.1 m for all measurements. All possible potential pairs were
collected. Modeling the electrodes as line or three-dimensional
sources from the ground surface to the penetration depth was not
attempted because it would have increased computational demand.
Because the model's top surface was a no-!ux boundary, we felt that
placement at this shallow depth would provide more representative
current and potential readings, independent of the concentration at
the no-!ux boundary.

3. Theory

3.1. Electrical resistivity and tracer concentration

Bulk electrical conductivity for the soil–water matrix of a single
subsurface domain was calculated using Archie's law [38]. Application
of Archie's Law includes the underlying assumptions that there is little
to no clay present, and that surface conductivity is substantially less
than conductivity through the !uid. Both assumptions are valid for
the simulation we completed. For the model domain remaining at
background concentration, Archie's Law is applied as:

#b = a#f "
q !3"

where #b is bulk electrical conductivity [S/m], #f is !uid conductivity
[S/m], " is total porosity [unitless], a is a "tting parameter related
to tortuosity [unitless], and q is a "tting parameter related to
cementation of the matrix [unitless]. Values of a=1 and q=1.3 are
used as representative values to parameterize the "nite-element
cells, within the ranges commonly accepted in the literature [39].
Bulk apparent electrical conductivity in the porous media is
calculated using a bicontinuum formulation of Archie's law
(Eq. (4)), [21,40], which incorporates both the MSS and ISS domains:

#b = a "MSS + "ISS! "q!1 "MSS#MSS + "ISS#ISS! " !4"

where "MSS and "ISS represent themobile and immobile porosities [–], and
#MSS and #ISS the mobile and immobile electrical conductivities [S/m].

3.2. Interpretation of electrical measurements

To assess sensitivity of themeasurements to the geometry of the ER
measurements, 342 quadripoles were simulated. Electrical geophys-
ical methods rely upon Ohm's Law (R=V/I) to calculate the electrical
resistance of the subsurface, where V is the potential difference
measured across the potential pair [V], I is the current driven through
a circuit [A], and R is the resistance of the circuit [$]. A geometric factor,
K [m], is applied to convert between resistance (a property dependent
upon the geometry of the electrodes used in a particular measure-
ment) to resistivity (an intrinsic property, the reciprocal of electrical
conductivity, which is independent of measurement geometry).

Fig. 2. (A) Stream and electrode locations withinmodel domain. Tracer concentration at background levels (1000 mg/L, uniform) is also shown. (B) Arrival of the tracer is "rst seen in
the stream. (C–D) Diffusion of the tracer into the subsurface, and advection in the hyporheic zone below the stream expand the pulse of tracer in the subsurface. (E–F) Tracer !ushes
from the stream, leaving a large tracer pulse in the hyporheic zone. (G) A second pulse of tracer appears in the hyporheic zone, transported from temporary hyporheic storage in an
upstream pool–rif!e-step sequence. (H–J) The advection-dominated hyporheic zone !ushes of tracer, leaving a “ring” of tracer in areas dominated by diffusive and rate-limited mass
transfer processes.
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Assuming a homogeneous half-space, the geometric factor can be
calculated as:

K =
4$

1
AM

+ 1
AMimage

! 1
AN

! 1
ANimage

! 1
BM

! 1
BMimage

+ 1
BN

+ 1
BNimage

!5"

where A and B represent the current pair, M and N the potential pair,
and AM, AN, BM, and BN are the distances between electrode pairs. The
geometric factor is used with Ohm's Law to calculate apparent
resistivity (%), [$m] as %=KR. To work in more familiar units of
conductivity (which is directly proportional to solute concentration),
we convert apparent resistivity to apparent conductivity (#), where
#=1/%.

Using the known quadripole geometry and electrical current, a
bulk apparent electrical conductivity was calculated for each
measurement through time using the Ohm's Law and a formulation
of Archie's Law (see the "nal two paragraphs of Section 3.3). Results
were converted from bulk apparent electrical conductivity to percent
change from background apparent conductivity (#pc) to accentuate
changes in the electrical signal as follows:

#pc =
#!t"!#!t = 0"

#!t = 0" : !6"

Fluid concentration was converted to electrical conductivity using
the relationship of 2 mg/L=1 %S/cm [39].

3.3. Temporal moment analysis

The temporal patterns observed inform interpretation of the
dominant transport processes. Temporal moments have been used to
describe characteristics of solute breakthrough curves including mass
arrival, mean arrival time, variance, skewness, and kurtotis of
concentration observations through time [41,42]. Temporal moments
have been used to drive routing models for streams with transient
storage [43], characterize mixing and dilution processes [41,44], and
predict solute transport parameters related to RLMT [33,45]. For the
remainder of this paper, superscripts “ST” and “ER” are used to denote
properties derived from solute transport and electrical resistivity data,
respectively.

To highlight the temporal trends in the breakthrough curves
observed in both solute transport and ER data we consider analysis of
the temporalmoments of each data set. An nth order temporalmoment
(Mn) is calculated by:

Mn = #$
0 t

nc t! "dt !7"

where t is time, n is the order of the central moment, and c(t) is !uid
concentration as a function of time [kg/m3]. In subsequent equations,
M0 refers to the zeroth temporal moment, M1 to the "rst temporal
moment, etc. Here, we consider the zeroth through fourth moments,
because they are readily interpreted as descriptions of the physical
breakthrough curves observed and predicted. Physically, the zeroth
moment may be interpreted as the total tracer mass having passed by
an observation point, after subtracting the background concentration,
normalized by discharge. The "rst moment, normalized to total mass,
is physically interpreted as themean arrival time of the injected solute
at the observation point, calculated as:

%1 =
P
t =

M1
M0

: !8"

The variance of the pulse describes the spread of the breakthrough
curve, whichmay be due to differences in advective !owpaths, as well

as diffusive and RLMT processes. Variance is related to the second and
lower temporal moments, and is calculated by the following equation:

%2 = #2 =
M2
M0

! M1
M0

! "2
: !9"

The skewness of the distribution describes the asymmetry of the
breakthrough curve; in solute transport studies we expect a positive
skewness to result from both diffusive and RLMT processes. A more
positive skewness indicates an observed breakthrough curve with a
larger degree of tailing behavior. Skewness is related to the third and
lower temporal moments, and is calculated by:

%3 =
M3
M0

!3%2
M1
M0

! M1
M0

! "3
: !10"

The kurtosis describes the “peakedness” of the distribution. High
values indicate a distribution with higher central peaks and fewer
extreme events. Kurtosis is related to the fourth and lower temporal
moments, and is calculated by:

%4 =
M4
M0

!4%3
M1
M0

!6%2
M1
M0

! "2
! M1

M0

! "4
: !11"

The same temporal moment equation and relevant parameters can
be applied to ER data, using Archie's law to convert from apparent
electrical conductivity to !uid conductivity. This empirical relation-
ship is applied at initial conditions to establish a tortuosity "tting
factor (a) for each quadripole. The forward model was run with a=1
within each "nite element. Because measurements are now at a
substantially larger scale, it is appropriate to calculate a new "tting
factor. Variability in Archie's law parameters across spatial and
temporal resolution of measurements may yield misleading estimates
of solute concentration [46]. Here, we use observations during pre-
injection conditions (t=0 s) to calculate a "tting factor, a, that is
appropriate for the spatial scale of each measurement and which
yields agreement between known !uid concentration and bulk
apparent electrical conductivity. We calculate an effective a for each
quadripole (rather than use the value a=1 that parameterized the
"nite-element model) to enforce agreement between the ER and
solute transport models at the initial conditions. At t=0 s, MSS and
ISS concentrations are assumed equal. Assuming constant porosity
and cementation exponents, a is calculated for each quadripole as:

a =
#bulk!t = 0"
#fluid!t = 0""q

: !12"

Given apparent bulk conductivity, !uid conductivity in the MSS
and ISS domains can be predicted if the distribution of tracer within
the MSS and ISS domains is known. In practice the MSS concentration
is measured using shallow monitoring wells. The ISS concentration,
however, cannot be measured using existing "eld techniques. Thus,
we interpret the data using two cases that de"ne end-members for
solute transport. We de"ne Case 1 as the end-member where ISS
concentration is equal to MSS concentration (effectively assuming
!=$, or "ISS=0). Eq. (3) is applied to solve for !uid conductivity
(#MSS) at each time step for Case 1. We de"ne Case 2 as the end-
member where no tracer enters the ISS domain (effectively assuming
!=0, thus #ISS=#Background). Eq. (4) is used to solve for !uid
conductivity (#MSS) at each time step for Case 2. The case where
there is tracer only in the ISS domain is not considered given the short
temporal scale of the typical stream-tracer study. The case where
more concentration is in the ISS domain would only occur for
experiments with very low RLMT exchange coef"cients, which would
allow the ISS to "ll with tracer during a very long tracer injection, and
the solute in that domainwould then be slowly transferred back to the
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MSS domain at timescalesmuch greater than advective !ushing of the
MSS domain.

To effectively test the ability of ER data to predict solute transport,
zeroth through fourth order temporal moments and the associated
physical characteristicswere calculated for both solute transport and ER
simulations. For solute data, moments were based on mobile-domain
observations on a 10 cm grid for the stream and subsurface domain at
the geophysical transect. For ER data, bulk electrical conductivity at all
potential pairs for the geophysical transect was used to calculate
temporal moments.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Flow model

Spatial patterns of hyporheic exchange driven by in-stream geomor-
phologic features produce the characteristic upwelling and downwelling
expected from the streambed pro"le. Results generally match the two-
dimensional patterns published by Gooseff et al. [37]. Velocity along the
stream centerline (Fig. 1A) exhibits downwelling and upwelling due to
variations in hydrostatic pressure at the streambed.

4.2. Solute transport model

Time-lapse images of solute concentration in the subsurface
(Fig. 2) suggest that different transport processes control different
regions of the subsurface domain. Advection dominates in the stream
and very near-stream subsurface, as tracer is rapidly transported into
and out of this region. Beyond this advection-dominated region,
however, we observe the effects of RLMT and diffusion controlling
solute behavior.

Moving outward from the stream, a region exists in which
advective !owpaths !ush the tracer from the region below the
stream within 5 h of the injection ending (Fig. 2I). Beyond this region
of the subsurface, solute exhibits a longer residence time suggesting
that RLMT has stored a portion of the tracer temporarily. Continuing
outward, a “ring” of tracer has diffused into the hyporheic zone and
exchanged with immobile domains. Even when the portion of the
hyporheic zone below the stream has returned to background or
undetectably low concentrations of tracer, a substantial, distributed
mass of tracer continues to diffuse (Fig. 2H–I). As the near-stream
subsurface concentration is !ushed to lower levels than the diffusive
“ring”, propagation of the ring into the !oodplain stops. Diffusion in
both directions continues to control behavior in the subsurface, and
tracer is slowly advected down gradient at very low concentrations.

4.3. Process-based signatures in the ER and solute models

Visual inspection of both the solute transport and ER data through
time identi"ed four distinct temporal “signatures” collected (represen-
tative signatures in Fig. 3, distribution of signatures in Fig. 4A). These
signatures describe the shape of the breakthrough curve, and are
indicative of solute transport processes at a given location. The four
signatures identi"ed are present in both the ER and solute transport data,
and may be classi"ed as:

4.3.1. Background signature
Background signatures are those produced by quadripoles exhibit-

ing minimal response to the tracer. The identifying characteristic of
background signatures is their lack of response to the tracer. In this
study, a threshold of less than 5% change in electrical conductivity was
used to classify background signatures. For "eld data sets, this
threshold should be adjusted to identify signatures that are bounded
by the noise in the data set. Background signatures were generally
located where potential electrode spacing was greater than 9 m. This
is expected based on the solute transport model; these measurements

are averaging over very large support volumes that are largely
dominated by elements where the tracer is not present. For potential
pair spacing less than 9 m, background signatures existed for
measurements with larger spatial distances between the stream and
potential electrodes (Fig. 5).

4.3.2. Stream signature
The characteristic stream signature is a response that is highly

correlated to the simulated in-stream breakthrough curve. Speci"cal-
ly, the stream signature exhibits a rapid response to in-stream
conductivity and zero or near-zero gradient during the in-stream
plateau. We characterized stream signatures based on the observed
data, and not on the physical location of the measurement. Stream
signatures generally exist for electrode pairs located very close to the
stream with small potential pair spacing (Fig. 5).

4.3.3. Mobile subsurface (MSS) signature
The mobile subsurface signature is identi"ed by a positive

correlation with MSS concentration observed at 50 cm below the
streambed, at the stream centerline (typical placement for a
monitoring well in "eld studies). The signal responds to the presence
of tracer in advective subsurface !ow paths by rising initially, and falls
when the advective !owpath being sampled is !ushed by unlabeled
stream water. MSS signatures generally exist for potential pairs
centered within 3 m of the stream, and across a range of potential pair
spacing (Fig. 5).

4.3.4. Diffusive signature
Interpretation of ER data identi"ed a fourth characteristic signature,

identi"ed as a diffusive signature. The diffusive signature response to
the spatially distributed, low concentration tracer that remains after
!owpaths dominated by advection have been !ushed of the tracer. The
diffusive !owpath exhibits peak concentration substantially later in
time than the stream or mobile subsurface signature. Diffusive
signatures respond to the tracer mass that has been transported away
from more advective, near-stream !owpaths and is primarily trans-
ported by diffusion, both laterally and vertically, away from the stream.
Diffusive signatures generally exist for potential pairs with small

Fig. 3. Representative breakthrough curves for the four identi"ed signatures. The curves
shown are representative of the characteristic temporal signatures identi"ed as (1) stream
signatures (!at plateau during injection), (2) mobile subsurface signatures (positive
correlation to solute transport observations at 50 cm below the streambed), (3) diffusive
signatures (negative correlation with solute transport observations at 50 cm below the
streambed), and (4) background signatures(overall change of less than 5%). Data plotted
are from the solute transportmodel, though the same signature types are also identi"ed in
electrical resistivity data.
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spacing, located physically outside of the MSS signature observations
(Fig. 5).

Representative signature types for simulated solute transport are
readily calculated for the entire subsurface domain (Fig. 4A), and lend
to interpretation of solute transport results. We interpret the area
de"ned by the MSS signature as the region typically characterized as
the hyporheic zone. Beyond this MSS signature, RLMT slows the
movement of the tracer down gradient. This process is not noted in
many"eld studies due to (1) lack of detection ability (i.e., extremely low
concentrations are not detectable with "eld instruments), (2) lack of
suf"cient monitoring points to characterize this region, (3) time
limitations to intensively monitor subsurface wells, and (4) dif"culty
partitioning RLMT from substrate heterogeneity.

4.4. Spatial trends of solute transport model

Spatial distribution of temporal moments based on solute
transport data is explored to understand the rates of tracer movement
in the subsurface, and controlling processes in each location (Fig. 4A).
Trends in total mass normalized by discharge are as expected
(Fig. 4B), with the largest mass passing through the stream channel
itself. The darker area of the plot below the stream channel is due to

advection of tracer from the stream into the subsurface. Total mass
decreases moving away from this highly advective zone (stream and
MSS signatures) due to diffusion of the tracer. Mean arrival time (&1ST)
is highest near the stream and decreases away from the stream
(Fig. 4C).

For solute transport data, increased distance from the stream
decreases total mass normalized by discharge (Fig. 4B), delays mean
arrival time (Fig. 4C), and increases variance (&2ST) (Fig. 4D). MSS
signatures are spatially aligned with the areas of the largest skew
(&3ST), suggesting that these signals are most affected by RLMT and
diffusion in the subsurface. Stream signatures exhibit a low skew,
suggesting that advection overwhelms diffusive and exchange
processes that might lead to tailing behavior. Diffusive signatures
exhibit a low skew, as they are largely symmetric because their
controlling process of diffusion leads to a nearly symmetric break-
through curve.

Mean arrival time (Fig. 4C) exhibits similar trends to totalmass, with
mean arrival time in the stream and advective subsurface occurring
rapidly. Moving away from the stream, the center of mass arrival is
delayed due to the slower diffusive processes transporting tracer into
the subsurface. Delayed arrival in the subsurface may also be explained
by RLMT slowing the movement of tracer as it diffuses away from the

Fig. 4. (A) Spatial distribution of signatures and (B–F) temporal moment interpretations for solute transport in theMSS domain, based on the solute transport simulation. The advection-
dominated hyporheic zone below the streambed exhibits similar behavior to the stream itself based onmoment analysis of solute data. Outside of this highly advective zone, diffusion and
rate-limitedmass transfer slow themovement of tracer, yielding a “ring” of highly skewedmeasurementswith substantial tailing behavior. (A) Signature type exhibits a pattern similar to
variance and skew, suggesting that diffusive and rate-limitedmass transfer processes are dominant in these regions. (B) Totalmass normalizedbydischarge is greatest near the streamand
in the advection-dominated region of the hyporheic zone. (C) Average arrival time increases away from the stream. Note the rapid arrival time in the highly advective portion of the
hyporheic zone, located below the stream bed. (D) Variance is greatest in a “ring” in the subsurface, which is generally bounded on the interior by the highly advective hyporheic zone.
(E) The largest values of skewoccurwhere the primary transportmechanism transitions from advection of diffusion and rate-limitedmass transfer. (F) Kurtosis exhibits a similar trend as
skew, suggesting that the higher values in the “ring” are due to amore distributed, tailed distribution. Lower kurtosis values indicate a distributionwith amore!at plateau near themean.
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stream. Increasing variance in the breakthrough curve farther from the
streamsuggests that diffusiveprocesses are dominating in these regions
of the hyporheic zone. The highly advective stream and subsurface
locations exhibit the lowest variance, because advection moves a
majority of the tracer through these areas with little diffusive or RLMT
in!uence.

Skewness of the solute transport is an indicator of the relative
controls of advection vs. diffusion and transient storage. Transport with
only advection and dispersion would exhibit a distribution with minor
skew (data are slightly non-gaussian due to diffusion opposing
advection for some particles). By including diffusive and RLMT
processes, greater positive skew is expected in the data set. Skewness
(Fig. 4D) is highly correlated with late-time solute behavior (Fig. 2H–I).
The same “ring” pattern exists, suggesting that diffusion into the
subsurface and RLMT, which slows the movement of tracer past the
transect, is responsible for the tailing behavior observed in theMSS and
diffusive signatures.

Physically, we can interpret higher kurtosis (&4
ST) as an indicator of a

singlepeakof tracer in a given cell. Lowerkurtosis values inside the “ring”
of higher values (Fig. 4F) suggest that the variance in the observation is
controlled by either multiple peaks or more heavily tailed observations.
From a physical-process standpoint, we expect that as tracer moves
downstream in our pool–rif!e sequence that pulses of tracer will leave
thehighly advective domain and return at later times. The lowkurtosis of
the near-stream aquifer indicates that the region receives a relatively
more varied loading than the surrounding, higher kurtosis region.

4.5. Spatial trends of ER model

Analysis of ER response to the tracer (Fig. 5, presented as maximum
percent change from background levels) suggests that maximum
electrical response is found for quadripoles that include (1) a more
closely spacedpotential pair (Fig. 5A), (2) a closer proximity of electrodes

to the stream (Fig. 5B), and (3) a measurement that is centered on the
stream (Fig. 5C). Also, analysis of maximum response by signature
reveals that stream signatures are generally observed from quadripoles
with small potential pair spacing near the stream. MSS signatures are
present for potential pairs still centered near the stream, but with larger
spacing, and diffusive signatures are found for quadripoles with still
larger potential pair spacing, and located farther from the stream.

The spatial trends in ER signatures are indicative of the processes that
dominate solute behavior within the domain. Based on the simulation
completed, we interpret the controlling processes for each signature.
Stream signatures indicate quadripoles are sensitive not only to in-
stream processes, but rapid diffusion of solute from the stream into the
near-stream. Themobile subsurface signature characterizes small spatial
and temporal scale advective !owpaths (typically !owpaths within
2.5 m of the stream with mean arrival times less than 8 h). Correlation
with simulated MSS data suggests that these quadripoles respond
mostly to advection of tracer along short subsurface!owpaths. Diffusive
signatures identify a mass transport process that is dominated by
diffusion away from the shorter spatial and temporal scale advective
!owpath near the stream.

Temporal moments of ER data, for both Case 1 and Case 2, display
spatial trends due to the distribution of tracer in the subsurface (Fig. 6,
scatter plot). With increasing distance from the stream, total mass
normalized by discharge (&0

ER) decreases,while average arrival time (&1
ER)

and variance (&2
ER) increase. Skewness (&3

ER) and kurtosis (&4
ER) exhibit

trends that peak near 3 m and 5 m from the stream, respectively. These
results are expected, as the tracer diffuses slowly away from the stream
and highly advective hyporheic !owpaths. Spacing of the potential
electrodes directly in!uences the observation, with closer spacing
generally resulting in increased total mass, earlier average arrival times,
lower variance, higher skew, and lower kurtosis.

The zeroth temporal moment (total mass normalized by discharge)
predicted by both Case 1 and Case 2 were substantially lower than the
mass !ux from the solute transport model (Fig. 6A, F). Case 2
(ISS=#Background) was more representative for this model, given the
low exchange coef"cient de"ned. This is not necessarily the case for all
parameter sets; the analysis using both end-members provides insight
regarding the behavior of the system. If Case 1 provides a better "t to
"eld observations, a more rapid exchange between MSS and ISS can be
inferred.

4.6. Comparison of ER and solute transport models

Temporal moments based on ER data exhibit reasonable approx-
imations of temporal moments based on solute transport models
(Fig. 6). The interpretations of Case1 andCase2 differ in their prediction
of total solute mass (Fig. 6A, F), but the properties of the distribution
basedonhigher-order temporalmoments are identical. This is expected,
given that these quantities are all normalized by the zeroth temporal
moment. In addition to agreement of general trends, numerical results
are reasonably close between solute transport and ER-derived temporal
moments, especially for mean arrival time (&1) and variance (&2). ER
measurements integrate across a three-dimensional support volume in
the subsurface, which is itself a function of time as electrically
conductive solutemoves through the subsurface.While trueassignment
of themeasurement to a single point in space and time is not physically
possible, we explore patterns in temporal moments by assigning the
data a location at the spatial center of potential pair and comparing ER
predictions to values derived from vertically averaged solute transport
data. Both ER and solute transport results exhibit decreasing total mass,
increasing mean arrival time, and increasing variance as observations
move spatially farther away from the stream centerline. ER and solute
derived parameters exhibit similar patterns in skew and kurtosis, which
are similar to the “ring”pattern of tracer observed in the solute transport
time lapse images (Fig. 2), in that a local maximum exists with lesser
values laterally in either direction. Skew and kurtosis peak at

Fig. 5. Spatial trends in the response of quadripoles to the stream solute tracer. The
largest responses were stream signatures, located with potential pairs tightly spaced
near the stream. Increasing spacing and distance from the stream centerline yields
mobile subsurface and diffusive signatures, trending away from the stream centerline.
The largest response of electrical resistivity to solute presence is for quadripoles with
(A) closely spaced potential pairs, (B) potential electrodes located near the stream, and
(C) potential pairs centered on the stream.
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approximately 3 m and 4 m from the channel, respectively. The
alignment of these thresholdswith the general solute transport patterns
(Fig. 2) and representative signature plot (Fig. 4A) suggest that ER holds
the potential to accurately identify spatial locations where transitions
between advection- and diffusion dominated subsurface regions.

Temporal moments based on ER exhibit smaller zeroth moments
(&0

ER, Fig. 6A, F), later mean arrival times (&1
ER, Fig. 6B, G), and

relatively similar variance (&2
ER, Fig. 6C, H), skew (& 3

ER, Fig. 6D, I), and
kurtosis (&4

ER, Fig. 6E, J) than MSS-derived moments. The larger zeroth
moments from direct observation can be explained by the spatial
averaging of ER data, since electrical current !ows through subsurface
domains of varying concentration and always provides some degree
of spatial averaging, yielding apparent petrophysical properties which
may vary from small-scale, true values [47]. Smaller "rst moments in
ER data compared to solute transport data (Fig. 6B and G, as variance)

are likely due to the three-dimensional nature of electrical current
paths. Electrical signals travel out of the transverse plane upstream
and downstream. Thus, the electrical signal responds to the tracer
more quickly than point measurements of MSS concentration.

4.7. Prospects and limitations

The use of ER to provide spatially distributed observations with
good temporal resolution is an exciting prospect for hyporheic
studies. ER data holds the potential to overcome the “window of
detection” issues commonly associated with stream-tracer studies.
The ability to track distributed, low-concentration tracer across a
substantial subsurface domain canmore completely capture the range
of residence times and !owpaths within a given stream unit than
typical stream-tracer experiment and transport modeling approaches.

Fig. 6. Spatial trends in temporal moments for both electrical resistivity (ER) data (points) and solute transport (line, vertical average). Point shading represents the spacing of the
potential pair (current pair was "xed at ±11.1 m). Darker points indicate electrodes that are closer to one another. A minimum spacing of 1.0 m and maximum of 18.2 m are
represented on the plot as the darkest and lightest points, respectively. ER data are assigned a point in space at the center of the potential pair. We note that assigning apparent
resistivity data, which is based on a volumetric measure, to a single point is a !awed assumption, but one commonly used within the electrical geophysics community to explore
spatial patterns in uninverted data. Because the model is symmetric, only one side of the !oodplain is shown for ease of interpretation. The ability to compare the spatial location of
moment data provides insight regarding the locations at which ER can be used to accurately estimate temporal moments of solute transport. Cases 1 and 2 represent end-members of
tracer distributions between the MSS and ISS domains. (A and F) Total mass normalized by discharge is under predicted by ER across the entire domain, with the largest error near
the stream. (B and G) ER accurately bounds mean arrival time near the stream within a wide range, and generally predicted later arrival time than observed farther from the stream.
More closely spaced potential pairs over-predict solute arrival; pairs with greater spacing over-predict mean arrival time. (C and H) Observed variance is bounded by the ER
calculated variance. (D and I) Skew of the observed solute transport data is generally well-predicted by ER across the entire domain. Both solute transport and ER moment analysis
predict a peak in skew, identifying the location where the propagation of the maximum concentration of solute into the subsurface stops due to !ushing of the highly advective
hyporheic zone below the stream. (E and J) Kurtosis based on solute transport data is well-predicted by the upper-values of ER calculated kurtosis, and more accurately predicted by
quadripoles with larger spacing between the potential pair of electrodes.
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ER data may be interpreted to assess ISS concentrations and exchange
rates in the subsurface, independently of those observed between
stream and hyporheic zones. Finally, properly designed ER data
collection may be automated to collect large amounts of data with
minimal operational effort by the researcher, minimizing the
additional burden on scientists during "eld studies. The predictive
ability of ER data, especially for properties related to lower-order
moments, suggests the potential for ER to inform solute transport
modeling based on moments [43], or to provide distributed estimates
of solute transport parameters [45].

With these bene"ts come limitations. We reiterate here that the
support volume for ER measurements is both dynamic and unknown
for a single measurement, requiring data inversion (and its associated
uncertainty) to assign spatial distributions with improved resolution.
While important quantities derived from temporal moments from ER
data generally bound the true values from the solute transport model,
variability in the data set exists as a function of spatial location and
geometric arrangement of the quadripole (Figs. 5 and 6). Interpreta-
tion of these data should be completed with these effects in mind, as
the proximity of the quadripole to the tracer affects readings. The
spatial locations of ER temporal moments are represented as the
center coordinate of the potential pair, and compared to the vertical
average of moments from the solute transport model (Fig. 6). The
proximity of the tracer pulse to the electrodes affects the ability of ER
to accurately detect the pulse [46]. Our ability to collect veri"cation
data across the range of domains and temporal scales may be limited
by sensitivity of monitoring equipment and subsurface access to
sample !uid in the MSS. Hydrologic "eld techniques do not allow
direct assessment of the ISS domain, requiring some degree of
interpretation for all data. Finally, we note that ER is limited in
accuracy of mass assessment for small, highly concentrated targets
and is better suited to assessment of lower, distributed tracer
presence [46]. ER monitoring does not replace the need for direct
observation, but enhances our ability to follow tracer mass beyond
spatial and temporal scales that are typically observed.

In planning a stream–hyporheic tracer study, it is important to
consider the strengths and weaknesses of different techniques. Direct
observation in the stream and streambed (i.e., via wells) is necessary to
capture short, rapid !owpaths. Coupling direct observation with an ER
array focused on slower, deeper !owpaths and tracking more diffuse
mass transport processes in the relativelydeeper aquifer and!oodplains
would compliment the observational data set. By targeting different
spatial locations and temporal scales with unique observational
methods, a new data stream can be collected to re"ne solute transport
models. ER extends our ability to track mass in space and time, and can
account for mass that is otherwise lost during traditional studies.

5. Conclusions

This work has demonstrated that electrical resistivity measure-
ments during stream–hyporheic solute transport experiments pro-
vide a distributed data set inclusive of both mobile and immobile
subsurface domains. Interpretation of these data allows scientists to
parameterize more complex models that include RLMT (i.e., diffusion
between domains of varied mobility) in the subsurface, a process that
has been identi"ed as important but largely overlooked in stream
modeling efforts. Temporal moment analysis has been shown to be a
promising tool in interpretation of ER data, and in identi"cation of
dominant solute transport processes.

The long-term presence of solute in the subsurface, diffusing
laterally and vertically away from the stream and highly advective
!owpaths, suggests a potential fate for tracer that is otherwise “lost”
from downstreammeasurements. Our analysis of spatial patterns and
ER data identi"es four representative signatures (stream, MSS,
diffusive, and background), and their spatial distribution in the
subsurface. Traditional hyporheic monitoring in-stream and in the

streambed is largely focused on stream and MSS signatures, over-
looking the larger and slower diffuse signatures. Tracer mass that
would otherwise be unaccounted for can be tracked through time and
space via minimally invasive ER monitoring. Typical patterns
identi"ed here may provide an initial template for planning both ER
and direct solute monitoring efforts; observations can be focused in
the locations where the method and processes are well matched. For
example, direct monitoring of highly advective hyporheic !owpaths
withmonitoring wells is appropriate, whereas ER provides better data
in larger, slower tracer distributions. Thus, ER does not replace the
need for traditional in-stream and monitoring well measurements.
Rather, ER supplements these data streams by providing a distributed
assessment in more slowly changing regions of the subsurface.

Simulation of mass transport by the solute transport model
compared to ER-derived quantities demonstrated that estimation of
solute concentration by ER is generally lower than directly observed
values, yet temporal trends are visually similar. The reduced total mass
values are likely because ER is averaging over a spatially complex
support volume of heterogeneous concentration, while solute transport
observations are point measurements in space and time. In comparison
to observed MSS data, ER under predicts !uid concentration, though
adequately captures spatial and temporal trends in the model domain.

Numerical simulations of this type can be used to plan for ER
monitoring of stream–hyporheic tracer studies at laboratory model
(e.g., !ume) or "eld-scale studies. The coupled model allows
experimentalists to consider a range of conditions that could be
expected in the "eld. Simulation of several potential ER electrode
arrays could help design the most ef"cient array for the expected
tracer transport, and can be used to determine if surface or down-well
electrodes would be more logical for researchers' objective for an
experiment. Finally, these simulations allow planning of the appro-
priate level of solute to be released during a tracer study, ensuring that
tracer levels are maintained at as low of levels as feasible to minimize
environmental impact.

Future work should attempt to identify the same patterns observed
here in "eld data, and correlate ER and solute data in a heterogeneous,
unsteady-state setting. The assumptions of a homogeneous, isotropic
subsurface are a limitation of this study that should be tested in future
work. Differences in hydraulic conductivity and measurement support
may also lead to discrepancies between ER and !uid conductivity
measurements. Additionally, sensitivity analysis to model parameters
(e.g., RLMT coef"cient, porosity, etc.) was not completed. Predictions of
solute transport parameterswouldbe improved by combiningobserved
ER signals in the "eld, direct observation in streams and monitoring
wells, and a numerical model. A limited number of intensive "eld or
large-scale laboratory studies with comprehensive monitoring would
aid in determining more precisely the processes (and their relative
speeds) that are well characterized by ER.
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